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Academic achievement is, of course, a key 
strand of an education – but it is by no 
means the only element. At Dauntsey’s,  
we believe in lessons for life, cultivating 
effort, enthusiasm, curiosity, adaptability 
and other qualities that help our pupils to 
thrive now and in an uncertain future.

Creativity, for example, is increasingly valuable  

in a fast-changing world where technology can 

handle mechanical tasks. But machines are not 

creative and what pupils learn from making  

art, designing new products or setting up and 

running a small business is how to think outside 

existing convention to come up with ideas that 

are exciting and different.

A practical understanding of how the world 

beyond the school gates functions is another 

key element of a Dauntsey’s education and  

so our complementary curriculum introduces 

topics as varied as democracy and drug abuse,  

car maintenance and money management.

Ours is an education that aims to build  

empathy as well as self-esteem, that encourages 

questioning rather than simple acceptance  

and values intellectual independence over 

unthinking compliance.

When the pace of chance is so rapid and 

nobody really knows what the world will be  

like in 20, 30 or 40 years’ time, we believe  

that we are helping to equip every Dauntseian 

to live with optimism and resilience. And I hope 

that all our pupils leave here wanting to go  

out and make a real and positive difference.

Most school parents’ associations are all about raising 
money. Dauntsey’s is more ambitious and wide- 
ranging, as outgoing chair Samantha Smith explains.

auntsey’s is not simply a school – it is also a 

family encompassing pupils, former pupils, 

staff, parents and people who live and work 

locally. Dauntsey’s School Parents’ Association 

(the DSPA) is a charitable foundation that 

brings this community together, works to 

improve the school experience for everyone 

and, yes, raises significant amounts of 

money to make that possible.

But an overlooked aspect of this is that we have 

a lot of fun in the process, meeting and getting 

to know other people and parents who become 

friends, enjoying the School’s wonderful 

facilities and celebrating its achievements.

This is perhaps the least obvious of our three 

aims: to give something back to parents who 

have made huge sacrifices to send their children 

here. We’re all weary of constant requests for 

money to support good causes, so our activities 

are either free or very affordable – perhaps 

playing tennis or swimming together, or laying 

on welcome drinks and snacks at various 

performances and events. We’re all short of 

time, so getting involved needs to be enjoyable.

That feeds into the first and second of our 

aims, which are to enhance our children’s 

FUN, FRIENDSHIP  
AND FANTASTIC  
FUNDRAISING

From the Head Master

D
experience at school and to build a stronger 

community and it’s good to know that we 

can make a positive contribution.

For example, we sponsor the annual travel 

scholarship for the Sixth Form, with parents 

acting as judges. This isn’t about pitching for 

cash for classic gap year travels: projects must 

be independent and purposeful. Over the last 

decade, winners – who receive up to £1,000 

in sponsorship – have included a study of the 

effects of the Khmer Rouge in Cambodia,  

an exploration of the role of technology in 

Africa’s development and volunteer work 

amongst the island communities of Fiji.

Back at home recent projects that we’ve 

funded include the hugely popular climbing  

wall in the sports hall, the new School  

clock and a sound desk for music and drama 

productions. Smaller items include the Ocean 

Optics Red Tide Spectrometer for the Physics 

Department, the timer at the swimming  

pool and a table tennis table for the Lower 

School boarding house, The Manor.

Our latest plan is to install an outdoor fitness 

trail and a tranquil wellbeing garden, complete 

with trees and benches, on the Mercers’ Field. 

These will be enjoyed for many years — and 

long after our own children have moved on.

Membership of the DSPA costs £25 per  

pupil and covers his or her entire time at 

Dauntsey’s – it’s per pupil because we 

compile a comprehensive contact list  

for each year group, which immediately  

puts parents in touch with all their child’s 

friends and their families. The contact list  

is invaluable for everything from parties to 

organising occasional lifts and most parents 

clearly feel it’s good value, since around 95 

per cent of them opt in and join up.

Our major fund-raising centres on the 

wonderful drama, music and dance productions 

and other events, such as the Summer 

Festival, where we run the bar and catering.

If we didn’t volunteer, the School would  

have to pay staff and overtime, and the  

DSPA would not have those additional funds. 

We expect to clear around 60 per cent of 

what’s spent and, with a turnover of as  

much as £10,000 for a major Dauntsey’s 

musical, that translates into a lot of extras  

for the community as a whole. Over the  

last nine years, the DSPA has donated more 

than £73,000.

We have a very strong committee of around 

20 parents and an extended helpers’ list. 

Anyone who wants to pitch in and help is 

always welcome. People say, “I don’t have 

time!” but there’s just one committee 

meeting each term and you can do as much, 

or as little, as you want, or you can go onto 

our helpers’ list and volunteer when it suits.

Being involved really is a great way to  

meet new friends – and to put something 

worthwhile back into the School community. 

As Simone Wilmott, incoming chair of the 

DSPA puts it, "Being part of the DSPA, you 

are that much closer to what is happening  

in the School and we can ensure that those 

little extras are available for all pupils. The 

social side of the DSPA is also a lot of fun;  

we organise a lot of events for parents and 

families to enjoy and we have a lot of fun. 

Really, our children lead such busy social lives 

within the School, why shouldn’t we?"

AIMS OF THE DAUNTSEY’S SCHOOL  
PARENTS’ ASSOCIATION

_ Enhancing our children’s Dauntsey’s experience

_ Building a stronger school community

_ Giving something back to parents D
SP

A

BRINGING RICHNESS AND VARIETY

Almost everywhere you look in Dauntsey’s, you’ll find something that the DSPA has  

done to bring richness and variety to everyone’s experience of the School. It’s there for  

the items or projects that pupils and staff would like but which aren’t in the budget.

They keep a broad focus and even the smallest items are purposeful – the model  

railway society or robotics club, for example, aren’t mainstream, but gifts of equipment 

make a real difference to the pupils who are involved. Prizes for the Lower School 

co-curricular days nurture the younger pupils’ creativity, encouraging them to think  

beyond the classroom. Equally, the Rope In A Box portable obstacle course has been  

a source of much fun and laughter… I could go on and on.

The DSPA and all the parents within it deserve our gratitude. They do so much for all  

of us – and they get so much pleasure from being involved. It’s a real example of the 

Dauntsey’s community spirit in action.

ELENI CONIDARIS, HEAD OF THE LOWER SCHOOL AND SCHOOL 
REPRESENTATIVE ON THE DSPA
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It’s this type of challenge that encourages so 

many pupils to take up business studies or 

economics at A level. Out of a typical year 

group, 25-30 will take economics and a 

further 25 or so business studies, with some 

taking both; these are broadly similar to the 

numbers taking geography or history.

Many go on to study economics or business 

at degree level, or opt for a related subject or 

a joint honours degree, often combined with 

a language. Some later become entrepreneurs.

Economics and business, while related, are 

separate disciplines. In economics, we teach 

macro- and micro-economic theories and 

policies – but we’re also teaching pupils how 

to think, by constructing arguments. The 

teaching is not driven by text books but 

instead the emphasis is on current economic 

events, with a view to meeting the exam 

curriculum fully while keeping students 

engaged and excited.

If economics looks at countries and markets 

from above, business studies examines 

organisations from the inside out, placing 

them in the context of their surroundings. 

Pupils consider how businesses react  

to market changes – from regulations to  

new entrants and disruptive technologies – 

Our budding economists visit the City to  

see for themselves the dedication needed  

to succeed – and that not all jobs are in 

finance. Old Dauntseians have helped us to  

visit Rothschilds, sharia bank Rosette, and 

Bloomberg, among others.

We also visit the Bristol Festival of Economics 

to learn about the real economy, and have 

heard from former BBC economics editor 

Stephanie Flanders and CBI chief economist 

Rain Newton-Smith.

All Lower Sixth formers taking three  

A levels can also take an extended project 

qualification, or EPQ, on an economics- or 

business-related topic. This is a piece of 

extended research. We’ve had students 

looking at the power of OPEC; whether 

personal independence payments are a  

good substitute for disability allowances;  

and the effectiveness of the response to  

the financial crisis.

It’s a real-life take on how business and 

economics affect all our lives – and a way to 

nurture and inspire the next generation of 

entrepreneurs and economic policy makers.

Suppose you invested in a small group of people who  
had a couple of simple but effective ideas. Then suppose  
that group generated a profit of more than 1,650 per cent –  
in just eight weeks.

PROFITING FROM 
YOUR STUDIES

hat’s what happened this year when  

five teams of Third Form pupils entered  

the Scholars’ Enterprise Challenge says 

Adrian Poole, Head of Economics and 
Business Studies. The trial is one of several 

events that the department organises every 

year to make pupils more aware of possible 

careers and the advantages of studying the 

department’s core subjects.

Members of the Scholars’ Group are put into 

teams of five, given £10 and asked to 

produce something, get permission from the 

Second Master and then make it happen. 

After a month, they report back. Then they 

do it all again with another idea, for another 

month. At the end they give a second 

presentation, reflecting on what they’ve 

achieved and what went wrong.

both tactically and strategically. We show 

them that businesses are creative, reactive 

and stimulating.

For our Lower Sixth business studies,  

we’re running an Enterprise into Action 

programme from September. Teams will 

develop a product for sale, from aesthetics 

and branding to functionality and production. 

Then they create a business plan, raise funds 

and pitch – we’ll match funds if the plan is 

good enough – and get on with it.

At the end, they will produce a company 

report and make a presentation covering 

leadership, motivation, finance, mistakes  

and surprises, all of which are tied to  

the academic curriculum. It demands 

reflection and self-evaluation, which  

anyone in any profession needs from time  

to time, and shows them that business  

is complicated.

We also take pupils to real businesses.  

At Longleat (after a quick safari), the chief 

marketer explains how promotions work, 

even in the depths of winter. And at DS 

Smith, an £8 billion FTSE-listed packaging 

company, they learn about earing money  

in a low-margin sector by analysing the  

smallest detail.

The process teaches public speaking, 

presentation skills, creativity, attention to 

detail, finance, communications and 

leadership – all qualities needed in a 

successful business. 2019’s winning team, 

appropriately named The Profits, sold 

popcorn and soft drinks at the School’s 

RockFest to generate their surplus of 

£165.41, which they kept. The team giving 

the best presentation also kept their surplus, 

while the other teams raised more than £238 

for the School’s chosen charity.

Meanwhile, Second Year pupils can take on 

The Chocolate Challenge during their 

co-curricular day, when formal lessons are 

cancelled. Groups are given basic 

information about the UK chocolate market 

and asked to design and market a chocolate 

product, including customer profiles, price, 

distribution, branding and business plan. 

They also have to create a website and 

advertisement for radio, video or podcast.

This brings in other departments: English for 

scripts; IT for websites; music for adverts; 

and it shows them the array of disciplines 

needed in a company. Pupils love how 

exciting and vibrant business can be. At the 

end of the day, the teams’ efforts are judged 

by a panel of Sixth Formers and staff.

OSCAR, 18 
UPPER SIXTH

I wanted to learn from economics and apply it to a 

couple of e-commerce businesses I run, one for luxury 

shoes and the other in coffee-related gifts. For 

example, I’m really interested in the economics of herd 

instincts, which helps me analyse influencer trends in 

shoes. I learn the theory from my teachers and then 

find out how that fits with my experience.

I’ve had a big tussle over whether to go straight into business or go to 

university but I’ve chosen to study business and commerce at North-

Eastern University in Boston. The entrepreneurship in America is appealing.

 
GEMMA, 16 
LOWER SIXTH

I’m doing business studies, French and German and 

planning to study something in the business realm with 

German at university.

It was a gut feeling to do business studies but I’ve  

really enjoyed it. I’m finding out about the business 

world, learning about different strategies, how they operate, and  

the qualities needed to be a good entrepreneur. I’d like to think  

I possess some of them!

RIYA, 17 
LOWER SIXTH

I started on four A-levels – biology, chemistry, French 

and Spanish – in the hope of reading medicine.  

A few weeks in, I realised it wasn’t for me. I wasn’t 

enjoying the sciences. So, I dropped both and took  

up economics.

It was a big step so I went to an economics taster lesson and really 

enjoyed it. It’s teaching me to formulate arguments and develop my 

critical thinking. And it’s opened me up to a new world – I was fairly 

ignorant of politics and the economy before now. I would say that 

economics is the A level where I’ve probably learnt the most.

 
MATTHEW WEBB
OD 2016 - NOW WORKING AT VODAFONE

Studying economics at A Level gave me a  

broad understanding of the global economy, how  

it is shaped, affected and can be changed. 

It is very useful in everyday life and helps in making  

a more informed decision – particularly true with 

purchases and sales as it helps to analyse, predict and understand 

market fluctuations.
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In some schools art and related subjects  

such as design technology are thought of  

as less important than academic and science 

courses. Not at Dauntsey’s where both 

departments are expanding.

“We embrace creativity as a school,” says 

Victoria Rose. “We’ve worked hard to bring 

creative subjects to the forefront.”

Alun Pickford agrees. “The School has 

invested in us. They’ve allowed us to develop 

Victoria adds, “We take the Bauhaus 

approach, in which all artistic disciplines are 

equal. Pupils are encouraged to use their 

other subjects as inspiration. Many have 

themed their personal investigations around 

physics, history or biology.”

Alun adds, “There’s a cross-fertilisation. There 

is an academic element to understanding new 

technologies in DT that is often underestimated. 

For example, 15 per cent of both the GCSE 

and the A level is context-based maths and 

half of each course’s marks come from exams.”

Each discipline attracts substantial numbers 

of pupils. Around a third of the GCSE year 

group – 40 to 45 students – take DT each 

year, with up to 20 going on to take the  

A level. In art, around 30 take the GCSE  

and a similar number take art, art history or 

photography A levels. There are five teachers 

in each of the two departments, supported 

by technicians.

One of the reasons that creative subjects  

are so popular at Dauntsey’s is that they  

are woven into school life from the start.  

All pupils have art and DT lessons From First 

to Third Form. “The subjects complement 

each other,” says Alun. “By the end of 

Second Form, every pupil will have had a 

chance to use every piece of DT equipment.”

From GCSE onwards, arts-related courses  

are designed to support and interact with 

academic and science subjects, as well as 

preparing pupils for life, not only after 

school, but after further education.

One slight disappointment for Alun is that 

DT is not seen as a foundation A level for 

engineering. “It’s probably the most realistic 

skill,” he says. “Some of my former DT GCSE 

Creativity and imagination can set you apart in a world where 
technology is taking over many roles – which explains why so 
many Dauntsey’s pupils are encouraged to mix art and design 
with academia. It pays great dividends, agree Head of Art  
Victoria Rose and Head of Design Technology Alun Pickford.

“ Through the perfect synergy of expertise and enthusiasm,  
my art teachers opened my eyes to possibilities about the  
future, and perspectives on the present, that I would never  
have known otherwise.” 

  Finn, Upper Sixth

by bringing in new technologies – which is 

very much what our subject is about. We 

have recently invested in a new computer-

controlled lathe, to add to existing capacity, 

and a new laser cutter, augmenting a range 

of state-of-the-art devices

Dauntsey's has introduced A level photography, 

to join fine art and history of art. The Art 

School now boasts a photographic studio 

with lighting frame, a dark room and a new 

computer suite with 12 Macs.

“Creative and conceptually able students 

shied away from Fine Art and the need  

to develop technical manual skills, “says 

Victoria. “The introduction of A level 

photography has attracted students  

who would otherwise have abandoned  

a creative path.”

The style of teaching within both the art and 

DT departments is similar.

“It’s an iterative process,” says Alun. “It’s 

constant questioning, a desire to improve  

or add and try new approaches.”

students who go on to engineering at university 

say the most useful thing they learnt was 

computer-aided design. That helped them  

get ahead of other students on their course.”

Both department heads talk to pupils in  

the Fifth Form about their ambitions and 

advise them which A levels to consider.  

For example, pupils who want to study 

architecture often take art, physics and 

maths. “Architecture requires problem 

solvers, innovative thinkers and a highly 

creative outlook, which an art training 

provides,” says Victoria.

Both DT and art are available to students in 

their spare time. “Some come in to ask for 

support for a project they are doing out of 

school. It can be anything from repairing 

their skateboard to building something from 

scratch,” says Alun.

“I want pupils to enjoy coming here  

and to find a creative atmosphere, which  

is professional and inviting and  

encourages learning.”

“ For my EPQ (Extended  
Project Qualification),  
I started with the idea of  
looking at how wood affects 
guitar acoustics. Things  
escalated and I’ve ended  
up actually making a guitar.  
It’s taken a huge amount  
of my time and I’ve had a  
huge amount of support  
from the DT department.”

  Olli, Lower Sixth
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RECENT RESULTS

• GCSE art – 82% 7, 8 or 9

• GCSE DT – 98% A* or A

• A level art – 87% A* or A

• A level art history – 60% A* or A

• A level DT – 80% A* or A

• The first photography A level  

results will be next year

Creativity pays  
dividends



Dauntsey’s

“I’m really enjoying the opportunity to develop 
creative ideas and practical photographic skills. 
We’re taught to think about the image we want 

to create, to have a vision and then use our 
understanding of the camera to make it. It’s very 

much, don’t take a picture – make a picture.”  

Archie, Lower Sixth

The art department runs a Junior Art Club 

and there is Art Extra for those taking GCSE 

and A level. “Pupils can come to the art 

school for advice, to relax or to try their hand 

at something different,” Victoria adds, “It’s  

a creative hub where they can feel safe and 

they can experiment. Often the greatest 

mistakes lead to the greatest victories.”

The department also arranges trips, events 

and exhibitions. A recent exhibition with  

the Royal College of Art automotive design 

department and Messums Gallery, called  

‘Art in Motion’ celebrated classic and 

modern car design. Fifth Formers go to  

the London galleries and A level students  

are taken abroad – Rome, Venice and  

Madrid have featured as destinations.  

Every other year they are taken to Florence 

and the renowned Charles H Cecil studio,  

which some students subsequently attend  

as undergraduates.

Other destinations for art and history of art 

include the Ruskin School of Fine Art, Oxford; 

Goldsmith’s, University of London; Central 

Saint Martins; The Bartlett, UCL; The Royal 

School of Drawing; Ravensbourne, London; 

Kingston University; City & Guilds, London 

and Manchester Metropolitan University.

“We have visited factories and earlier this year 

pupils went to a forest school to gain fresh 

ideas,” says Alun. We’ve also had the Dyson 

education team in with a big box of spare parts 

so the students could invent a new product.”

Alumni go on to the cream of British DT 

universities, including Loughborough,  

Brunel, Bournemouth and Northumbria –  

all centres of excellence for the subject.

All the arts staff, in common with those  

in other departments, are teaching a lot 

more than their particular subjects.

Alun says, “Think problem-solving skills, 

team working, presentations, time 

management and managing projects.  

You do that in the real world, whatever  

your career. It’s very real world orientated.”

Victoria adds, “We’re equipping our  

students for life beyond the classroom,  

to get onto great degree courses, which  

are the stepping stones to their future.”

Both departments have ambitious plans, 

involving display areas and a café, more 

equipment and possibly further A level 

subjects. As Alun puts it, “It’s success 

breeding success.”
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Cookery and car maintenance, sex and self-esteem, money and Mandarin, politics and 
presentation skills, – Dauntsey’s complementary curriculum is astonishingly wide-ranging but 
every topic we cover is designed to prepare pupils for a healthy, happy and successful life, says 
head of department Anais Seager.

E
xam results are important but 

there’s a lot that even the most 

committed school can’t teach within 

the confines of GCSEs and A levels. 

The complementary curriculum 

exists to bridge the gap between classroom 

and life skills, with the aim of equipping our 

pupils to make informed choices, whether 

they’re dealing with the complexity of 

relationships, balancing a budget or deciding 

where to cast a vote.

The process is continuous, from personal, 

social, health and economic (PSHE) education 

in the Lower School to our complementary 

curriculum in the Sixth Form.

Each stage builds on what has been learned 

in the previous year but at every level, we 

help pupils to:

•  Work out how to deal with challenges in 

their lives, such as friendships, self-confidence 

and peer pressure, and find ways to look 

after each other as well as themselves

•  Keep in touch with what’s going on in the 

world, from politics to medicine and the 

environment, encouraging them to form 

opinions based on evidence, question 

received opinions and think independently

•  Understand better the issues and 

opportunities they may encounter, by 

bringing in outside speakers with 

experience of different issues

The fact that complementary curriculum 

lessons are on the timetable, and not an 

optional extra, demonstrates the importance we 

attach to this aspect of a Dauntsey’s education. 

We want our pupils to be aware of their 

individual strengths and qualities and to look 

after themselves and those around them.

LOWER SCHOOL

We start by helping new pupils to get to know 

the School and each other, with a focus on 

managing the transition to secondary 

education. We look at aspects such as 

organising themselves, sleep, friendships, 

bullying, cyber bullying and mental health, 

giving them the tools they need to thrive.

There is also an emphasis on life skills. To 

give just a few examples, we cover first aid, 

nutrition and exam stress, time management, 

work/life balance and internet safety.

Pupils are encouraged to explore the world 

beyond school and family, taking a lead from 

the news to examine immigration, refugees 

and asylum and to try to understand why 

population movements occur.

In the second year, we take in more topics 

from the world outside – the role of the 

police, and how Parliament functions. Two 

weeks of lessons are dedicated to that year’s 

chosen School charity. In 2018-2019, this 

centred on organ donation, giving pupils a 

chance to debate the pros and cons and to 

discuss the issues with their parents.

Many pupils join us in the Third Form, so  

we revisit, and build on, some earlier lessons 

before extending their life skills by exploring 

ideas such as empathy and self-esteem. As 

they grow up, we ask them to think more 

closely about things they may encounter, 

including sexting and explicitly sexual 

images, consent, sex and contraception.

Our journey beyond the School gates 

continues by analysing human rights,  

why they exist and how they affect  

us all. Throughout, we encourage the 

development of individual opinions and  

ideas and clear and creative thinking.

SIXTH FORM

Pupils choose from a wide variety of modules 

every term, some practical and others 

intellectual. Options include film studies and 

philosophy, psychology, political theory, 

employability, current affairs, cookery, first 

aid and self-defence.

In the summer, a series of speakers visits  

the School to inspire, broaden horizons  

and encourage thinking outside accepted 

norms. Sixth Formers might hear from an 

adventurer, a former drug dealer, a project 

dedicated to safety at festivals, an expert on 

the Arab world, a war photographer or 

someone living with a brain tumour – all 

these are recent examples.

UPPER SCHOOL

In the Fourth and Fifth Forms, we go into 

more detail about key issues such as 

romantic and sexual relationships, the effects 

of drugs and alcohol, pornography and its 

consequences, eating disorders and 

self-harm. All of this is carefully explained 

and explored, with an emphasis on empathy 

and support, wellbeing and self-care.

Staff help pupils to drill down into their 

attitudes and feelings on a range of topics. 

We encourage questioning. How do you 

know what other people think? How do you 

judge yourself and others? We look at moral 

dilemmas, how to cut through the bias that 

may exist in the media and social media. And 

we get them to think about what might spoil 

their dreams for the future, identify barriers 

and, working in pairs, write a presentation 

about their conclusions.

In the Fifth Form, a carousel of six staff covers 

specialist subjects; our Head of Careers, James 

“ I have really enjoyed the practical side, particularly going  
to a cookery school for a term. There was a great sense of 
achievement when dishes that seemed complicated at first  
turned out quite well and I know I’ll appreciate having these  
skills as I move onto university.” 

  Sophie, Lower Sixth

“ We have covered a broad range of really interesting and thought- 
provoking topics. We had the opportunity to meet unique 
speakers and, in some cases, discuss quite controversial topics.” 

  Ben, Fifth Form

PRACTICAL, PURPOSEFUL AND FUN

When our Fifth Form finish their GCSEs, the last thing they want to do is get back into 

the classroom, so we offer a wide range of courses and opportunities, either practical or 

designed to promote life skills such as teamwork and leadership. Above all, they are fun.

This year, options included lifeguarding, emergency first aid and rescue, cookery, sewing, 

art applications, and a coastal adventure including kayaking, abseiling and wild camping.

“Education isn’t confined to a classroom”, says Head Master Mark Lascelles. “I want our 

pupils to gain practical skills, to learn more about themselves and work within a team as 

well as enjoy a welcome contrast to the intensity of the exams.”

O’Hanlon, discusses how to align their 

GCSEs with future ambitions and introduces 

people with experiences of different careers 

and sectors. Other staff look at subjects as 

varied as political systems, nuclear war, rape 

and sexual assault, and money management.

Lessons for life from
beyond the classroom



A closer look at… athletics
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Anyone can run, jump and throw. Combine that innate ability with outstanding facilities and coaching 
and you can see why athletics is so popular at Dauntsey’s, says Director of Sport Marcus Olsen.

The popularity of athletics is partly 

down to our pupils’ determination  

to represent Dauntsey’s at fixtures 

against other schools, since each athlete 

gains points for the team.

Partly, it’s down to our terrific facilities, including 

the new superb, national-level, eight-lane 

running track. Partly it’s because athletics 

here is co-educational, with boys and girls 

training together and supporting each other.

And partly it’s because there will be something 

to suit every person. Some pupils are great 

runners, some like to throw the discus, 

javelin or shotput and some find their forte 

in the long jump, triple jump or high jump.

In the Lower School, we introduce pupils to 

all the athletics disciplines (we have coaches 

in all of them) and keep a huge database of 

scores to track how they are doing. There’s 

an amazing number of pupils with natural 

talent for each event and they want to  

get even better by practising after school. 

Around 100 of them attend the Athletics 

Club during the term.

We arrange fixtures so that they do not clash 

with other matches such as cricket or tennis, 

because some pupils want to compete in both. 

By the Upper School, around 100 pupils will 

concentrate on athletics as their main summer 

sport, at a time of maximum exam stress.

We strongly encourage sport throughout the 

school. It’s been proved time and again that 

exercising regularly reduces stress, which can 

lead to improved grades and exam results. 

The teenage years are also the ones where 

your default physique is set and athletics is a 

great way to stay fit and healthy.

As far as we are concerned, athletics isn’t 

fundamentally about winning or losing – it’s 

about performing at your best, being part  

And we bring the community to us. We 

hosted the Wiltshire School Games, with  

600 competitors from around the county 

using our facilities. We have also hosted the 

Kennet Area Athletics Trials and the Wiltshire 

Disability Games, as the track was specifically 

designed to meet the needs of disabled 

athletes. Lavington Athletics Club and 

Devizes Running Club use the track too 

and we’re delighted to support them all.

Our pupils have every opportunity to succeed 

at athletics. They have the facilities, time  

and lots of support. But they do have to 

work at it if they want to improve. Finding 

that motivation gives them a life lesson that 

serves them well – persist, do your best and 

you will earn the rewards.

of a team and achieving something for 

yourself – but our teams’ determination and 

dedication do lead to success. The senior 

girls’ team was undefeated again this season 

and last year the boys won the Lutra Shield, 

the prestigious tournament for South-West 

schools run by Sherborne School. This year, 

42 junior pupils represented the Kennet Area 

at the County Championships with 13 of 

them becoming County Champions. Twelve 

were then selected to represent Wiltshire  

at the South West Championships.

We’ve also had some extremely talented 

individuals, such as Rio Paralympian T46 

sprinter and long-jumper Polly Maton. She was 

girls' captain last season and has subsequently 

gone on to represent Oxford University.

“ I’ve always enjoyed athletics at Dauntsey’s, and with the addition  
of the new track, it’s got even better.” Joss, Lower Sixth


